PRESS RELEASE - Brignais, October 1, 2013 - for immediate release

MEET US AT BUSWORLD BOOTH 4-22
Further quality innovations for improved security and comfort

A major player in the international automotive industry, Vision Systems will feature its new solutions at Busworld 2013, Kortrijk, Belgium from 18 to 23 October:

**SaVety Hub, the high performance black box solution,** is an embedded system providing video-surveillance with synchronized recording of images and vehicle information, vehicle positioning & tracking, and streaming. The information is available on a web interface either in real time for fleet management, or by automatic downloading through 3G-WiFi (or with a USB stick), from the box onto a back office computer or personal devices.

**ScanView, for detection of person and object around the vehicle,** is a safety solution through images analysis, providing images recording and allowing insurance costs reduction.

**SaVety Mirror, a blind spot detection system,** is a driver assistance system including a camera and 4 red leds integrated in the rearview mirror alerting the driver when a vehicle enters the blind spot zone.

**SaVety Door, the new generation of driver protection door** is lightweight, robust, noiseless, and adaptable to any type of bus. (Also presented at IVECO stand #301.)

**The smart solar protection solutions Nuance and Noctis are polarizing systems** rapidly (in less than 5 seconds) dimmable from clear to dark to provide UV protection and heat reduction. Nuance and Noctis are based on the SPD technology (suspended particle device) integrated within a window, glass or thermoplastic, flat or curved, regardless of the size or shape. Easy to install, the solutions are suitable for retrofit or new construction. Lightweight and easy to manage, they also ensure maintenance costs reduction. (Nuance is also presented at SAFRA stand #944.)

**A wide range of rearview mirrors** will also be presented: different sizes of arms and housings, vibration free, shock absorber, heated mirrors. (Coach Line is presented at VDL stand #404.)

Headquartered near Lyon, France for more than 80 years, with a subsidiary in the UK, the Vision Systems group is a tier 1 solution supplier in the aeronautics, the automotive and the marine markets. **Vision Systems Automotive** provides global solutions for coaches and buses and the railway transport: CCTV, solar protection, driver protection door, side mirrors, driver assistance systems and fleet management. Vision Systems combines complementary skills in electronics, mechanics and composite to provide ever more innovative solutions for costs reduction, heightened safety and improved comfort.

**Contact:** Frédéric Arbaudie, Sales Director, farbaudie@visionsystems.fr - Tel: +33 (0)4 72 31 98 10
Further information at: www.vision-systems-auto.com